
 

 
 
The RIO Platinum USD account produces record gain during November! 
 

 
 
The RIO Platinum account has recorded its strongest gain since launch, skyrocketing 8.10% during 
November.   
 
For RIO this rally was not unexpected as I had highlighted the metal was undervalued in my recently 
circulated platinum updates and reports. In these updates I stressed that should we see the 
forecasted economic growth emerge in 2021, we would see a strong uptick in demand for platinum. 
I also underlined the fact that any rise in demand would simply exacerbate the current shortage, 
which makes platinum a strong buy! I previously reported that platinum had entered a supply deficit 
of more than 1 million ounces during 2020, and that mines were already struggling to meet the 
growing demand. The recent rally in price is caused by herd investment companies who are getting 
in on the action, they are just beginning to wake up and take notice of what RIO had identified far 
earlier; when we continually stated that this is one metal which could take off, just as it did this 
month.  
 
Once again I reiterate that platinum’s composition makes it an essential metal for cleaning toxins 
from the environment. Importantly, platinum-based catalysts in oil refineries reduce emissions. It's 
almost certain with Mr. Green/ Joe Biden in office that the United States will almost certainly rejoin 
the Paris climate accords that is after he takes up office in January 2021.  With that the US regulatory 
environment will change dramatically from that of the Trump administration. President elect Biden 
and his administration have already made it abundantly clear that they are hell-bent on combating 
climate change; it's in their agenda as one of their primary goals. Platinum’s value will almost 
certainly be a benefactor of such agendas.  
 
Today the opportunity in platinum remains as the metal is undervalued. This is especially true when 
you factor in the price drivers, shortages and the projected growth in demand as we enter 2021.  At 
present both the price momentum and relative strength indicators are trending higher. The metrics 
are also trending to the upside on the daily, weekly, and monthly charts. The first level of technical 
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resistance was $1035.50 per ounce which has already been breached. It is the critical technical level 
on the upside which was recorded in August 2016 which is more relevant, $1199.50. If this is 
breached then platinum would likely move much higher, a rally above $1,250 or more over the next 
few weeks/months could easily be possible. 
 
Looking forward, current predictions indicate that it is expected that the industrial demand for this 
very rare metal would likely rise steadily over the coming months, and for that matter, the next few 
years given the changes and new administration in the USA.  This rise will be accelerated by that fact 
that platinum remains undervalued, especially compared to other precious metals such as palladium 
and rhodium.  
 
In short, common sense would likely dictate that with the massive clean drive and increased demand 
there is the potential to see a switch to a far cheaper alternative, platinum.   
 
Looking back at the historic performance, this account has performed well, since its launch in March 
2017 this investment has recorded a 48.16% net gain for those invested. The delivery of a positive 
return in what had been a very negative platinum market until recently, underlines the benefit of 
RIO's active trading strategy.  When one considers the fact that had an investor bought platinum in 
March 2017 and simply held it, today they would have seen a loss of 4.16%. The massive difference 
in return of 52.64% clearly demonstrates just how members benefit from RIO’s investment strategy. 
 
 
William Gray 
The RIO Club 


